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CIAG is an Austrian privately owned company with international orientation!

The company categories
- technical plastics
- wood products
- surfaces

Customers in different industries
- furniture industry
- sports industry
- machinery industry
- aircraft industry
- solar and energy technologies

turnover: ~ € 993 Mill.
employees: ~ 4.600
CIAG – History

1945 - 1957: Constitution of ISOVOLTA in Werndorf (A), Sale of STOLLACK-VIANOVA (A), Foundation of CONSTANTIA Industry holding in Vienna (A)

1957 - 1969: Construction of STOLLACK-factory Guntramsdorf (A) (today = DuPont), Construction of ISOSPORT in Eisenstadt (A), Purchase of LEITGEB (paper), TEICH (Aluminium); Constitution of packaging

1969 - 1970: Rebuilding with mill, varnish- and synthetic resin digester house in Styria (A)

1970 - 1970-80: Purchase of NEUSIEDLER (paper), Purchase of LEITGEB in Kühnsdorf (A) and FUNDER in St. Veit/Glan (A), Constitution of packaging

1970-80 - 1980/81: Constitution of HOMOGEN Neudörf (A) and construction of ISOSPORT in Eisenstadt (A), Purchase of LETRON, (today = IMPRESS) and WERZALIT (FRG), Foundation of CPB (A), CONSTANTIA is listed at the stock exchange in Vienna (A)

1980/81 - 1985: Purchase of FALCO (H), JV Changzhou Isovolta Electrical Insulation Materials (CN), Purchase of GATEX plastic adaptation (FRG), Holding of Sprela (FRG)


1992 - 1995: Purchase of Romanian Insulation Materials (FRG), Holding of Sprela (FRG)

1995 - 1998: Construction of Funder factory III, Purchase of SKYLINE (USA), Sale of der NEUSIEDLER paper factory

1998 - 2000: Purchase of 40% shares of AMAG in Ranshofen (A), Division of CONSTANTIA Industry holding in C-Iso AG and C-packaging AG

2000 - 2001: Company’s founder Herbert Turnauer dies at 8th of January 2000

2001 - 2002: Purchase of the remaining shares of ISOSPORT (A), TEINSER (E)

2002 - 2003: Sale of STOLLACK-VIANOVA (A), Foundation of CONSTANTIA INDUSTRIES AG, Fusion HOMOGEN and FUNDER, Changzhou 2

2003 - 2004: Purchase of the MASA-Gruppe, Fusion LETRON and MASA zu IMPRESS, start of production UWA

2004 - 2005: Purchase of GATEX plastic adaptation (FRG), Holding of Sprela (FRG)

2005 - 2006: Delisting of CONSTANTIA INDUSTRIES AG, Fusion HOMOGEN and FUNDER, Changzhou 2

2006 - 2008: Sale of FALCO, Sale of SPRELA, Regrouping IP to IMPRESS, Purchase DEGLARGES (F), Foundation of Max Compact India

2008 - 2009: Purchase of the MASA-Gruppe, Fusion LETRON and MASA zu IMPRESS, start of production UWA
Construction of Funder factory I in St. Veit /Glan

Foundation Isovolta

Construction of Funder factory II in St. Veit /Glan

Takeover of Funder Industries by Iso-Holding

Takeover of the Austrian Homogen Wood (factory in Neudörfl)

Modification of factory I „hardboards NEW“ in St. Veit / Glan

Integration of the Austrian Homogen Wood into Funder

Construction of Funder factory III in St. Donat

Start of production of impregnated papers

Merger of Funder and Isomax to FunderMax

Sale of Isowood, Sprela and Falco

Split of factory III (Impregnation to Impress)

Construction of Isovolta factory in Wiener Neudorf

Construction of Isovolta factory in St. Veit /Glan

Foundation of the first sawmill by Karl Funder

Start of Isovolta laminate production in Werndorf
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FunderMax – Mission Statement

• FunderMax is to become the **best company in the wood-based industry**.

• We concentrate our activities on those products and services where we **can be among the best** in class.

• We build **long-term partnerships** with customers, employees, suppliers and society at large.

• Our actions are characterised by the **core values of trust, honesty, transparency, loyalty, decency and responsibility**.

• We offer our employees a **secure and motivating on-the-job environment**.

• It is by virtue of our dedication to **quality** and our efforts toward **continuous improvement** that we earn the **profit** which secures the future of our company and our jobs.

• Our focus on the future means that **research and development**, as well as constant **expansion into new markets**, are of central importance.

• In the interest of running a **sustainable business**, negative environmental impact is to be either avoided or reduced where present. We adhere to all applicable regulations.
FunderMax – Business Segments & Products

Raw Chipboard - Homogenous
(FunderMax Homogenous are made of glued wood chipboard in accordance with standard EN 312.)

Melamine Faced Chipboards
(FunderMax Melamine Faced Chipboards are melamine resin coated pressed chipboards.)

Organic Fibre
(The raw material used by FunderMax for hardboards is exclusively untreated natural wood.)
FunderMax – Business Segments & Products

Compact
(FunderMax Compact panels are high pressure laminates (HPL) manufactured to standard EN 438-4 type CGS for demanding applications.)

Decorative Laminates
(Decorative Laminates are duroplastic high pressure laminates (HPL) type HGS to EN 438.)

Ecological Power Plant
(Ideal solution to produce clear energy for own production.)
FunderMax – Research & Development

• Development of **new production methods** and products on basis of know-how in the domain of techniques.

• **Quality inspection** and **development of materials** for the products of FunderMax Optimal **balance between strategic planning and functional realisation**.

• **Interconnectedness** through embedding of research & development at FunderMax into the research community (Austria and Europe).
FunderMax – Locations in Austria

St. Veit/Glan I
Organic Fibre
~ 250 employees

St. Veit/Glan II
Melamine Faced Chipboards
~ 50 employees

St. Veit/Glan III (St. Donat)
Melamine Faced Chipboards
~ 50 employees

Neudörfl
Compact Laminate, HPL,
~ 450 employees

Neudörfl
Homogenous
~ 250 employees

Wr. Neudorf
~ 50 employees
FunderMax – Distribution Worldwide

Australia  Finland  Lithuania  Russia  South Africa
Belgium  France  Montenegro  Sweden  South Korea
Bulgaria  Great Britain  New Zealand  Switzerland  Taiwan
Canada  India  Netherlands  Serbia  Czech Republic
China  Israel  Norway  Singapore  Turkey
Denmark  Italy  Austria  Slovakia  Hungary
Germany  Croatia  Poland  Slowenia  USA
Estonia  Latvia  Romania  Spain

Primary markets with own distribution
FunderMax – Business Management

Erlfried Taurer
Managing Director
DIVISION WOOD

Purchasing, Technical Services
Finance & Accounting
KSC/Planning
Production SV
Production ND
Sales Industry
Sales, Retailer
Marketing
Technical Products
IT

Kurt Waniek
Managing Director
DIVISION LAMINATE

Purchasing
KSC/Planning
Production WN
Productmanagement
Sales International
Human Ressources
Technology Management
Qualitymanagement
MAX COMPACT Elements
MAX COMPACT India
Turnover 2008 by product group

- Star Favorit: 25%
- FunderMax Compact Interior: 13%
- FunderMax Compact Exterior: 20%
- Organic fibres: 10%
- Homogen: 19%
- Laminates: 9%
- Other: 4%

Turnover 2008 by market

- Germany: 25%
- Austria: 27%
- Remaining EU states: 22%
- France: 8%
- European states outside the EU: 7%
- Italy: 8%
- Other: 3%

Turnover 2008 by industry

- Timber trade: 48%
- Furniture industry: 17%
- Furniture supply industry: 11%
- Construction supply industry: 10%
- Other industry: 12%
- Vehicle interiors: 2%
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